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For more about The Influential Circle:
www.TheInfluentialCircle.org

http://www.theinfluentialcircle.org/


MICHELLE HUNDLEY

When I began this journey, I had no idea where it would
lead. I went forth in faith with support from family and
friends. In time, the women of The Influential Circle have
become my sisters; and this magazine has become
more than an opportunity to share stories, it's become a
platform to share change and opportunity.
 
In these pages are women who were not only vigilant
enough to see and hear the needs of their communities,
but, brave and driven enough to do something about it.
These are the stories that should be told, but they are
drowned out by the noise of headlines and every-day
life. That is why we are so motivated to present them to
you.
 
It is my hope that by sharing these stories, YOU will gain
the courage and conviction to make a change in your
community. Either by leading that change, or
encouraging the efforts of a sister who needs your
support.

E D I T O R - I N - C H I E F
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C H A N G E  D O E S N ' T  H A P P E N  O N
I T S  O W N  -  I T  I S  D R I V E N  B Y  T H E
P A S S I O N  O F  P E O P L E .

Are you passionate enough to make a change?  I know
we are - and that is why we are here. Join us! It's not
an easy road, but, it is fun, exciting, empowering, and
important.

G L O B A L  I N F L U E N C E  M A G A Z I N E
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You are the first woman to be
named Consul General of Mexico
in Houston. Congratulations! 
 

Your role is to represent your
country and the relationship
between Mexico and Texas,
specifically, Houston, which
continues to grow and develop.
For example, Mexico recently
passed up China as Houston’s #1
trading partner. This is an
important role at a vital time. How
did it all start?
 

The conviction on strengthening

the relations of people based on the

rule of law prompted me to study

Law .

 

Considering the possibility of

regulating the relations among

countries based on international

ethics and the moral conviction of

living in a world in peace , convinced

me to pursue a PhD in International

Law . What better way to apply it ,

than to work serving my country in

the foreign service?

 
THE HONORABLE 

ALICIA KERBER

CONSUL GENERAL OF MEXICO 
IN HOUSTON, TEXAS

Alicia Kerber has been a member of the Mexican

Foreign Service (SEM) since 1991 . In the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs (SRE) she has served as an Advisor for

the Coordination for the Environment and Natural

Resources , Director of Liaison with Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and Director for

the Organization of American States (OAS). 

 

She has served as Head of Political Affairs at the

Mexican Embassy in Colombia , Titular Consul of the

Consulate of Mexico in San Pedro Sula ,

Honduras ; and served for two years as Charge

d 'Affaires at the Mexican Embassy in Ireland . She has

also been the Consul of Mexico in Kansas City and in

Philadelphia prior to serving as the Consul General in

Houston beginning in June 2019 .

 

Ms . Kerber has a law degree from the Universidad

Iberoamericana and has completed her master 's and

doctoral studies in International Law at the National

Autonomous University of Mexico . 
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There have been some positive changes in foreign diplomacy for women. What have
some of those changes been so far?
 

At one time diplomacy was considered exclusively for men . Men were the ones that could

negotiate , and the only ones who could go to the United Nations forums . Yet , all their

assistants were women .

 

We have started moving forward , but we still need to make more progress . A change needs

to happen , it must be driven by and for women . What is the saying? If you are not at the

table , you are going to be part of the menu . 

 

Nothing will move as fast as when women are at the table , negotiating as equal partners .

More advancements in human rights and benefits in many other fields of international

law have happened since women started to be active participants in diplomacy . So , the

more often we can be at the table , the better it is for women in general . That is why having

a magazine like this to present influential women in various fields , and their points of view ,

is so important .

"THAT IS WHY HAVING A MAGAZINE LIKE
THIS, TO PRESENT INFLUENTIAL WOMEN IN

VARIOUS FIELDS, AND THEIR POINTS OF
VIEW, IS SO IMPORTANT"

How is being a diplomat different from other professions?
 

It is important to understand that the rule of law and rules for negotiating between

individuals are very different than those for negotiating between countries . 

 

In diplomacy , there are different cultures and points of view that must be taken into

consideration . Keeping an open mind , while also thinking clearly and calmly , is key .

What are some of the issues you have decided to target in your career, and what
challenges have you faced?
 

A life of foreign service is not easy . You constantly move from one city to another , or even

one country to another . You need to become an engaged participant in the community ,

understand and respect the unique culture , while at the same time , respecting your role as

a State representative . Every day , you need to be open to diversity while also being

adaptable under different circumstances .

 

Since I started working in the foreign service , I have been fighting not only for women ’s

rights in general , but also for the diplomatic rights of women who decide to follow this

path . We are facing more opportunities and being considered in different diplomatic

settings , but not as fast as we would like . 

 

There ’s a big opportunity for us female diplomats to take part in furthering relations

between countries . Besides contributing with another point of view , we are able to bridge

gaps that men not necessarily can . For example , in some cultures , men are not accepted in

women ’s circles and only a woman can interview another woman .

G L O B A L  I N F L U E N C E  M A G A Z I N E
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Your passion is about helping women and advancing “sisterhood” – what do you see in
the next five years that is needed for the advancement of women?
 

I used to work in South and Central America , Europe , and now in the U .S . I have been able

to see how women are considered in relation to their immigration status . Women need to

have their voices heard , but in some cultures , it is not allowed , and it can be very

complicated for them . But they are so brave , in order to give support and find a better life

for their family , they assume the risk of migrating . They desire so deeply to provide the best

for their family they don ’t take into consideration the dangers it entails .

 

In Europe , trafficking of persons is an issue and they are coming from different parts of the

world . Women are at the mercy of the criminal organizations . They need to be given the

proper tools and support to get out of these situations . 

 

When I began to work in the US , I had the opportunity to see the women in the agriculture

fields . These women ’s strength and all the work they do is so impressive . We forget that

almost 51% of migration around the world is done by women . But all the programs seem

to be focused on men , because we think that migration is led by those men who want to

provide for their families and put food on the table . We never focus on the fact that women

are taking the same decisions to migrate , with the same spirit and with the same ideal of

better providing for their families .

 

So , I began to work with them and talk to them in a very informal way . Something that I

realized was : women needed to have their voices heard within a safe environment where

they weren ’t judged for their migratory status . Through these conversations they

began to communicate their needs and I was able to detect how many of them are victims

of domestic violence , but they can hardly trust to come forward .

 

These are extremely strong women willing to do anything for their children and it is terrible

 

 
to see how silent they can be

while going through the

immigration process . They told

me the reason they keep to

themselves is because they don ’t

know the language of the

country they are entering , or the

legal structure where they are

immigrating to , and they

thought that if they made a

report , not only would their

voice not be heard , but that

maybe they would be asked for

an official identification that

they didn 't have . They were also

afraid their kids may be taken

from them . So , by having these

conversations with these women

in the fields , I began the idea  of

the  “Integral  Attention Window

for Women .”

G L O B A L  I N F L U E N C E  M A G A Z I N E
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What is the Integral Attention Window for Women?
 

This program puts all the services of a consulate , the protection department , the document

department , and the community department in line with the needs of women – it FOCUSES

services on women . So , when a woman comes to the consulate for any specific reason , 

by proactively engaging them in conversation , we can now determine what other needs

they may have . If a woman is a victim of domestic violence , for example , we are able to

help the woman AND the family because when you help a woman , you help the family

and the community in general . As a matter of fact , there is a direct relationship between

women migrants and the remittances sent back home , which in many cases will help other

women in their country of origin . 

 

That ’s also why through this window , we work with them in a comprehensive way . We guide

them through opening a bank account , provide them with information on education

opportunities , medical assistance , legal help , etc . When I presented the results of the

Window for the Integral Attention of Women to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Mexico ,

they replicated it throughout the 50 consulates we have in the U .S . , placing Mexico as a

pioneer country in having a consular tool with a gender focus , fulfilling in this way one of

the provisions of the 2030 Agenda . 

 

All our colleagues received the needed training to identify these cases and opportunities to

help . Shortly after , we saw the change in the women . They began to become more

independent and they would share information with other women about the services at the

consulate . It ’s these stories that remind us why we do what we do and show that our work

is valuable to someone . It ’s not how people usually see diplomats , but my passion is to have

contact with the people that come to our consulate so we can find the right ways to help

them .

What insight would you like to share with other women who want to make a
difference?
 

The more the new generation understands the importance of putting countries together

through a good dialogue , the better understanding they have about what is going on

in the world . It ’s important for us to open our doors – to students , to professors , to

researchers . Something I am focusing on is on putting academic institutions in Mexico in 

communication with academic

institutions in the United States to

strengthen academic exchange .

 

I ’m also putting a special focus on more

student exchanges , especially for women .

Right now , it looks like the exchange

programs have no gender perspective

and we need more women in these

programs .

 

As we bridge the gap not only between

women and men , but across disciplines ,

we ’ll be able to strengthen our

relationship between countries and

better protect our Mexicans abroad .



Earn. Learn. Belong.
 

This is more than a mantra , more than a

culture , this is embedded into the very fabric of

BakerRipley and personified by their President

and CEO , Claudia Aguirre . 

 

As the leader of the nonprofit , Claudia steers

the internationally-renowned community-

development organization that has

transformed neighborhoods across Houston for

more than 112 years . BakerRipley is one of the

largest nonprofits in the country with a

workforce of 1 ,600 across nearly 70 locations .

The nonprofit delivers programs and services

through their workforce centers , senior

facilities , community centers , charter

campuses , and Head Start locations to more

than 600 ,000 children , families , and seniors

each year .

 

BakerRipley partners with , and empowers ,

community members to lead change and

action within their own communities . If you

Google them (or stalk their social media pages ,

like I did) you will see what a great example

they are for what can be done when you focus  

on capabilities rather than shortcomings . In my

interview with Ms . Aguirre , she discussed the

influence BakerRipley has had on the Houston

community , as well as her perspective on

leadership and empowerment , particularly for

women . She willingly shared insight into her

success , while being careful to honor the

women whose shoulders she stands on .

E A R N .  L E A R N .  B E L O N G .

An interview with
Claudia Aguirre

BakerRipley, President & CEO

B Y  L E T I C I A  B A I L E Y

Her passion for her work was infectious as

reflected in her thoughtful and inspiring

responses to my questions below .

In my experience working in government ,

schools and community agencies , I found they

approached community decisions with the

deficit model- “How big is the problem before

you get help?” At BakerRipley , I found a place

that mirrors what I was taught . Handouts are

debilitating . My father always taught me to

look for people who want to give a hand up

instead of a hand out . It is the driving force of

BakerRipley and my driving force . This is in the

DNA of the agency . Every leader of our

organization has held the belief that we

cannot transform communities from

the outside in ; it must be the people within

the community to transform their community .

Ms. Aguirre, a key takeaway for me after
seeing your inaugural event as CEO of
BakerRipley was “People are not the
problem, they are the solution”. How has
looking to people as the solution translated
into success for you?
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My biggest influence has been my mother .

She taught me to find one thing you do well

and work at it- be the best of yourself at

that . My mother is a brilliant woman , and

when we emigrated from Mexico , she

worked as a secretary , but easily could have

been a corporate leader . She believes the

most important thing is your connections

and relationships . As I look at my career , one

thing people consistently say I am good at is

building relationships and connections with

people . It took me a long time to

acknowledge that I was good at that , but

every opportunity that landed on my desk

was based on a relationship . In 27 years , I

have never applied for a job or position

because of connecting with people in a real

and genuine way . My mother gave me that .

As you know GIM shares stories of women
of influence around the world to inspire
other women. You are clearly influencing
women and the community with the
important work you do at Baker Ripley.
Who or what has inspired you and why? I am inspired by the women around the

world who , despite the challenges , rise up

and say , “If not me , who?  If not now , when?” 

 

Do not be afraid to take a seat at the table

and speak your truth . When starting

something from the ground up it can be

messy . At first it ’s messy and chaotic , and

you have to figure out where to start , what

challenges to tackle , and what compromises

to make . This work is not for everyone , it isn ’t

easy . But , the women who do this work

around the world are heroes . 

What advice do you have for women in
other countries who are interested in
leading change in their communities?

What’s one of the toughest decisions
you’ve had to make and how did it impact
your life?

Without question , it was deciding to come to

BakerRipley 10 years ago . I was working for

Mayor Bill White ’s office .

 

I was working for a group that was changing

the dynamics of the city . I was approached to

come to BakerRipley but I was torn because I

had the bug to seek public office . Then , right

after Katrina , I saw the BakerRipley staff at the

George R Brown Convention Center and how

they were handling the effort , and I just felt a

chill . I knew that this was the place I needed to

be , to be part of the beautiful work they were

doing . I wasn ’t looking for a long term

opportunity , but I am still here almost 11 years

later .

First , focus on replicating the philosophy not

the model . Embrace a belief of people

in the community . People are not broken ,

they are the solution .

Through this publication and discussion
with you, we hope to open the door for
global communities to replicate
BakerRipley’s community model. What
BakerRipley best practices would you like
to share with our global forum?
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Second , don ’t hire from outside the community . The leaders you need are already there –

find them , hire them , work with them . Third , ask a question once and listen twice . Silence is

golden . Fourth , ensure the sustainability of the work , by celebrating and repeating the successes

and have funerals for the things that do not bring value . BakerRipley is so innovative because

we ’re not afraid to have a funeral for things that do not work .

No matter where we live , these are three

universal truths that everyone wants for

themselves and their families : (1) Earn –
Families want financial stability , to earn

more money and improve financial well-

being ; (2) Learn – We want to increase

educational attainment for our children

and adults ; and (3) Belong – We want to

belong , to strengthen community

engagement , and to work together to

make our aspirations a reality .

Earn. Learn. Belong. What does that
mean to you?

"PEOPLE ARE NOT BROKEN,
THEY ARE THE SOLUTION."



Houston Exponential (HX) is a non-profit organization created to

accelerate the growth of Houston ’s innovation ecosystem . HX

believes Houston is where the world will come to solve problems

that matter . HX is leading the charge to turn Houston into a hub

for high-growth , high-potential , companies by creating pathways

for innovation to flow at scale . HX is aligning ecosystem support

around strategic initiatives that are connecting , attracting , and

promoting startups , investors , corporations , government , and

universities .

 

GIM sat down with Gina Luna , Chairman of the Houston

Exponential Board of Directors , for an insightful conversation

about the importance of board participation and the significance

of thoughtful leadership .

 

GIM: What is the value of participation on a Board of
Directors?
 

LUNA : I think it ’s a great way to add value to an organization , and

it allows me to take relationships , experiences , knowledge , skill

sets , all the things I 've gathered and developed over the course of

my career to drive value , and help a company or organization do

better . I enjoy contributing in that way . It allows me to be

strategic . I can take what I 've seen , done , and learned from early

stage companies (high growth , innovative) and share that or

translate that to larger , corporate , or more mature companies

and vice versa for start-ups . There is value in both , and it 's

intellectually interesting to me .

 

It always amazes me how participation on a corporate board can

provide so much value , in terms of the interactions with

interesting , impressive people you have the opportunity to

interact with , and the things you learn from each other . It makes

the world so much smaller and you realize you can do such

powerful things together . The connections and the interaction

with high caliber of people on a board of directors , it 's hard to

replicate that value anywhere else .

Gina Luna
Houston Exponential, 

Board Chairman

P A G E  1 3  |  L E A D E R S H I P
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LUNA : I am inspired by all kinds of people I

have had the opportunity to work with , or

spend time with , doing interesting and

impactful things - my kids , entrepreneurs ,

and business leaders .

 

I ’m very much about spending time

on things that matter – big or small . You

get to a point in your life where you want

to focus on creating an impact . I look

for larger and sustained meaning , beyond

the immediate impact . I ’ve always been

told - to those that have much , much is

expected . So , we should use our gifts for

the greater good . I don 't mean to sound

trite , but I understand that I have had

many amazing opportunities afforded to

me , so shame on me , if I have the ability to

do something powerful or positive for the

community .

 

When Rice University had their 100 year

anniversary , several years ago , I was at a

luncheon where James Baker was the

keynote speaker and he was talking about

leaders 100 years ago , and the things they

did that benefit us , today . It really made

me think , what are we doing now that will

have impact in a hundred years? Our job as

community leaders is to create a better

future .

 

GIM: What is the biggest challenge
facing leaders today?

GIM: Who or what has inspired you and
why?

"I’VE ALWAYS BEEN TOLD - TO
THOSE THAT HAVE MUCH,

MUCH IS EXPECTED. 
SO, WE SHOULD USE OUR GIFTS

FOR THE GREATER GOOD."

Innovation and technology , and the way

we all operate , make it challenging

to stay current and relevant . at the current

pace . Then there is also the challenge of

limited time and having to prioritize to

allocate that time to your highest and best

use . I try to be thoughtful and mindful

with my time and ask myself , "Am I

spending my time on the most valuable ,

impactful , useful , things or just the most

urgent things? It is easy to focus on the

tasks that scream the loudest , but aren 't

necessarily what is the best use of time –

take responding to emails for example .

I often try to assess if I made progress

towards “big goals” during the day , or

did I just clean out my inbox . Hopefully ,

more often it is the former .LUNA : I think the pace of change has

accelerated and continues to accelerate .

G L O B A L  I N F L U E N C E  M A G A Z I N E







Global Influence Magazine recently had the opportunity to attend The U .S . Department of

Commerce ’s 19th Discover Global Markets (DGM) business development forum , focusing

on “Powering  Building the Middle East & Africa ,” in Houston , TX . The U .S . Commercial Service ,

the Department ’s export promotion arm , organized the forum to help U .S . firms in

the oil and gas , renewable energy , electricity infrastructure , engineering , construction and

transportation sectors connect with buyers and projects in these high-growth potential

regions . Businesses had the opportunity to leverage new international trade contacts to

support their international sales growth . In addition , they received guidance on trade barriers

and market access issues , while also gaining market insight on geopolitical and economic

issues .

 

It was during this event that GIM had the opportunity to sit down with U .S . Commercial

Service Deputy Assistant Secretary for U .S . Operations , Ana Guevara .

 
THE HONORABLE 
ANA M. GUEVARA

U.S. COMMERCIAL SERVICE
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR U.S. OPERATIONS

Ana M . Guevara is a respected figure in both government

and business sectors with extensive experience in

international trade , customs , transportation , and

economic development . Ana ’s track record of

achievement is a result of optimizing the nexus of

international policy and business with social impact

through strategic partnerships .

 

Multilingual , she has led numerous successful teams in

multicultural situations , steered the formulation of

tactical public policy and mediated before international

organizations and government officials at the highest

levels . In her current role , she manages the U .S .

Commercial Service ’s domestic network of international

trade specialists in 106 offices nationwide who help U .S .

firms sell their products and services in global markets .

P A G E  1 7  |  D I S C O V E R  G L O B A L  M A R K E T S

 

GIM: What are the biggest advances you have seen thus
far in the international trade industry - as it relates to
women businesses?
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My mandate is to help U .S . companies export , and

that includes women-owned companies . When I

came on board , I wanted to know what we were

doing to help women-owned businesses , and I

learned that we were already doing a lot . 

 

As you may know , our Administration recently

launched an initiative to promote women ’s

economic empowerment . The initiative leverages

diplomatic resources to promote women in business

and works with the private sector to establish

professional networks and business environments

focused on promoting women ’s economic

empowerment in a global context . 

 

We have been creating dialogues for women that

address two of the reasons hindering them from

engaging in international trade : financing and

networks . 

We invite partners , like the Ex-Im Bank , to talk about how they can address some of these

challenges . Even if women attend our exporting events , like this one here today , a lot of the

networking that takes place will be between men . Men get together and they go places after

the event , while women may not have the same opportunity because they may have family

obligations or don 't feel comfortable going to a bar after the event , for example .

 

We help establish networks by introducing businesswomen to each other at various events . For

example , at a Prosper Africa event , we would bring a businesswoman from Africa together with

a businesswoman from the U .S . and then they can continue to engage after the event and

mentor each other and share challenges and successes . This is how we build a network for

women . It is a two-way street , a dialogue of idea sharing and mutual support .

 

We are also working to promote women ’s engagement in international trade by holding

special dialogues that would be interesting to them . One example is the Women ’s Trade

Dialogue on Prosper Africa that will take place here in Houston at the conclusion of our

Discover Global Markets event .  

 

Additionally , I lead a network of international trade specialists located in 106 U .S . Commercial

Service offices nationwide who provide services and resources to help U .S . businesses ,

G L O B A L  I N F L U E N C E  M A G A Z I N E
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Our domestic and international offices are currently organizing Trade Winds , the largest

annual U .S . Department of Commerce-led trade mission which will take place in April 2020 to

introduce U .S . firms to potential opportunities in the Indo-Pacific region . We are collaborating

with the Department ’s Minority Business Development Agency to encourage more women-

owned companies to join overseas trade missions , such as this one , where they can make

valuable international contacts .

 

 

Information about the U .S . Commercial Service ’s export resources and domestic office

locations can be found at www.export.gov .

 

  

More Q&A with the Deputy Assistant Secretary is available at GlobalInfluenceMagazine.com .

 

including women-owned companies , succeed in exporting . These domestic offices work with

our cadre of Commercial Diplomats based in over 70 nations to help U .S . exporters develop

effective export strategies , analyze potential markets , identify and connect with pre-screened

potential partners and overcome trade barriers .



Get on Board

An interview with Brenda Mainwaring
Vice President of Public Affairs

Union Pacific Railroad

B Y  N A T A L I E  P I C H A

Brenda Mainwaring is an Iowa native and earned a Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts in

Anthropology at the University of Iowa . As Assistant Vice President of Public Affairs for Union

Pacific Railroad in eight southern states , Ms . Mainwaring leads political and community

outreach and has responsibility for the fastest-growing region of Union Pacific ’s 23-state

network . In addition , she mentors and supports her team , as they connect with hundreds of

communities and organizations along Union Pacific ’s rail lines . In 2016 , she was recognized by

the Greater Houston Women ’s Chamber of Commerce as a “Breakthrough Woman ,” which

recognizes achievement in a traditionally male-dominated industry .

I have always had an interest in why people do what they do

on a global level . Specifically , how people make choices

based on their culture and interests . Surprisingly , my

education has really informed the way I have , and continue ,

to approach my career .  I may not be working as an

anthropologist , but I am thinking about how people , both

individually , and as a group , are influenced by their

environments , how they make decisions , how they behave ,

and what they want from a company or a government . This

insight helps me understand their perspective , which allows

us to find a mutually successful path between their interests

and my company ’s interests .

PICHA: Why did you choose to study Anthropology and how
has it contributed to your current position?

If you get to a certain point in your career when you ’ve reached a certain level of success

where you can make a conscientious choice to either continue focusing on your own

individual success and advancement , or begin to focus your energy and attention on the

advancement of those around you , then that is an opportunity you can ’t pass on . Over the

years , I have realized that I have a responsibility for the careers of those around me , and that

has become one of the most important functions of my job . I sit down with every person that

joins my team , and I tell them I have two jobs - one is to help the company succeed , and the

other is to help them succeed .  Because if I ’m successful at making those people around me

succeed , then that is also indicative of my success .  

PICHA: What advice would you like to share with the individuals reading this magazine?
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The biggest challenge is determining whether the people on your team are truly receptive to

being coached . Not everybody is willing , or ready , to learn . You must work together to identify

the right path for their growth .  Everyone learns differently . So , when you find a team member

who is not open to hearing new ideas , it is very difficult to coach that individual . Then the

next challenge is presented - leaving that person alone . If they are happy with where they are ,

sometimes you should just let them be .  Otherwise , you ’re beating your head against a wall ,

and you ’re making them miserable . You may unintentionally be making them feel that in

some way you believe they are not good enough , and maybe they are , but they just aren ’t

ready for the next step . It could also be possible that they are comfortable with where they

are and aren ’t looking for advancement . That is okay too . You have to align yourself with

where they see themselves and be open and supportive of their decisions .

PICHA: What is the biggest challenge you face, while helping the individuals on your team
succeed?

One of the big lessons I ’ve recently learned is that my words matter more to the people that

report to me , than they may matter to me .  For example , I may voice an opinion on something

or make an off-handed comment , and weeks later someone that reports to me will come back

and say , “well a couple of weeks ago you said this ,” and they really internalized it even though

I didn ’t mean for it to be taken that way . I have learned I need to be more mindful of my

comments . 

PICHA: I think we are all guilty at times, of being so focused on a goal, that we don’t realize
how our words or behavior may be interpreted by others. Would you agree?

My personal goal is to influence women into leadership roles . I ’m most focused right now on

getting women on corporate Boards . California recently passed a law that requires diversity on

boards of directors . As a result , the opportunity for women to be considered for openings on

Boards is better than it ever has been in the past . But women are very reluctant to raise their

hand .  So , I ’m participating with various groups to get qualified women to volunteer . Because

if we don ’t get ourselves on the policy setting level of corporations , we can ’t ever expect

policies to reflect our interests and diversity of thought . It is up to us , as women , to put 

PICHA: What are your current goals, and what do you consider your success habits?

ourselves out there and not wait until

somebody asks . We are seeing more

Board opportunities for women . The

struggle is convincing qualified women

that they should promote themselves . I

would say my success habit is that I ’m

relentless . I don ’t let anyone off the

hook . If they are an executive or own

their own business , this is how they can

pay it forward . They need to get

themselves onto a board of directors ,

so that they can pave the way for the

next generation .
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